EXPLORING CAREER PATHS & MAJORS
Learn more about various career paths, industries, potential job opportunities, and strategies to become a marketable candidate.

What Can I Do With This Major? This website helps you connect majors to careers and provides insight into industries and professions.

Vault Career Guides These are some of the most comprehensive guides to what it is like to work in various industries. Get the inside scoop on careers and advice to start on that path.

NETWORKING
Find alum and professionals with whom to network, connect with for informational interviews, or seek career insights & advice.

LinkedIn - the Alumni Tool This tool allows you to search Villanova Alum by geographic area, company, major, job function, and more. Make sure to include an introduction in your connection request!

NovaNetwork Find Villanova Alum by location, industry, and other categories. Connect with them and learn more about their path and any advice they might have to offer.

Friends & Family Reach out to friends and family to share your current career goals and aspirations. They might have some connections to offer.

VSB Rise to the Top Series: Virtual Networking Attend one of the O'Donnell Center’s sessions on Virtual Networking to learn some strategies to engage virtually with professionals, alum, and employers. More details on Handshake.

FINDING OPPORTUNITIES
The following resources are some, but not all, of the available resources to find opportunities during this time.

Handshake Handshake is a great resource for recent postings available to Villanova students. You can search by most recent posts using the Relevance Filter in the search tools.

Chegg Internships - internships.com This is a search engine specifically for internships. You can search by keyword and geographic location, then additional filters from there.

Parker Dewey Platform that posts micro-internships (10-40 hour projects) from various companies and firms that allow students to get experience in their desired field.

GE Virtuoso - Virtual International Internships & VIX - Virtual Internship eXperiences These platforms host virtual international internships that can be completed domestically. Note: these are both fee-based services.

Additional Sources Include various sources in your search for opportunities. Additional sources could include LinkedIn, Glassdoor, Indeed, Paragon One, and UpKey.

INTERVIEWING VIRTUALLY
Below are some resources to help you successfully navigate the virtual interview process.

Big Interview This platform allows you to practice interviewing virtually. You can answer questions and send your interview to someone (ODC staff, faculty, mentor) to receive feedback.

VSB Rise to the Top Series: Virtual Interviewing Attend one of the O'Donnell Center’s sessions on Virtual Interviewing to learn strategies and best practices to engage virtually with employers. More details on Handshake.